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NORA ROBERTS' 200th BOOK!

In her stunning new novel, #1 New York Times bestselling author Nora Roberts proves why no one is
better “when it comes to flawlessly fusing high-stakes suspense with red-hot romance" (Booklist,
starred review).

Daughter of a cold, controlling mother and an anonymous donor, studious, obedient Elizabeth Fitch finally
let loose one night, drinking too much at a nightclub and allowing a strange man’s seductive Russian accent
to lure her to a house on Lake Shore Drive.

Twelve years later, the woman now known as Abigail Lowery lives alone on the outskirts of a small town in
the Ozarks. A freelance security systems designer, her own protection is supplemented by a fierce dog and an
assortment of firearms. She keeps to herself, saying little, revealing nothing. Unfortunately, that seems to be
the quickest way to get attention in a tiny southern town.

The mystery of Abigail Lowery and her sharp mind, secretive nature and unromantic viewpoint intrigues
local police chief Brooks Gleason, on both a personal and professional level. And while he suspects that
Abigail needs protection from something, Gleason is accustomed to two-bit troublemakers, not the powerful
and dangerous men who are about to have him in their sights.

And Abigail Lowery, who has built a life based on security and self-control, is at risk of losing both.
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From reader reviews:

Melissa Conner:

The book The Witness gives you the sense of being enjoy for your spare time. You may use to make your
capable much more increase. Book can for being your best friend when you getting stress or having big
problem with your subject. If you can make reading a book The Witness to get your habit, you can get far
more advantages, like add your current capable, increase your knowledge about some or all subjects. You are
able to know everything if you like open and read a publication The Witness. Kinds of book are several. It
means that, science e-book or encyclopedia or other folks. So , how do you think about this publication?

Cathy Lantz:

This book untitled The Witness to be one of several books which best seller in this year, here is because
when you read this reserve you can get a lot of benefit on it. You will easily to buy this specific book in the
book shop or you can order it by way of online. The publisher of this book sells the e-book too. It makes you
more readily to read this book, as you can read this book in your Cell phone. So there is no reason for your
requirements to past this reserve from your list.

Mary Quinn:

Your reading 6th sense will not betray you actually, why because this The Witness publication written by
well-known writer whose to say well how to make book which might be understand by anyone who read the
book. Written with good manner for you, still dripping wet every ideas and writing skill only for eliminate
your own personal hunger then you still skepticism The Witness as good book not merely by the cover but
also through the content. This is one e-book that can break don't judge book by its cover, so do you still
needing yet another sixth sense to pick this particular!? Oh come on your examining sixth sense already
alerted you so why you have to listening to another sixth sense.

Randal Gore:

As we know that book is very important thing to add our knowledge for everything. By a reserve we can
know everything we want. A book is a range of written, printed, illustrated or blank sheet. Every year was
exactly added. This reserve The Witness was filled about science. Spend your time to add your knowledge
about your technology competence. Some people has various feel when they reading some sort of book. If
you know how big advantage of a book, you can feel enjoy to read a e-book. In the modern era like at this
point, many ways to get book you wanted.
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